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Early models represented words via one-hot vectors

Token Index One-hot vector
apple 0 [1, 0, 0, ...]

...

king 123 [0, …, 0, 1, 0, ...]

queen 124 [0, …, 0, 0, 1, ....]

Background: Early text representations in ML models
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Similarities between any two words...
○ are always the same!
○ however, “queen” should be closer to “king” than “apple”

Slide credit: Iulia Turc



How to know which words are similar and in 
what aspects?

“You shall know a word by the company it keeps”

 (J. R. Firth 1957: 11)

We can learn vectors for words (word embeddings) based on 
their occurrences in large unlabeled texts



How to know which words are similar and in 
what aspects?

“You shall know a word by the company it keeps”

 (J. R. Firth 1957: 11)

the king wore a crown the queen wore a crown



Word embeddings = continuous vectors pre-trained on an 
unlabeled corpus bases on cooccurence

Token Index Word Embedding
apple 0 [0.1, 1.9, -0.4, …]

...

king 123 [-0.5, -0.9, 1.4, …]

queen 124 [-0.6, -0.8, -0.2, …]

Continuous representations of words
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Word2Vec [mikolov et-al, 13],  PLSI [Hoffman, 99],  GloVe [Pennington et-al, 14] Slide credit: Iulia Turc



● Problem: word meanings are context-independent

● Ideally, representations in these two contexts should be different

How about word embeddings in context ?

[0.3, 0.2, -0.8, …]

open a bank account on the river bank

open a bank account

[0.9, -0.2, 1.6, …]

on the river bank

[-1.9, -0.4, 0.1, …]
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Slide credit: Iulia Turc



Contextual encoders for natural language

● Contextual encoders go beyond a simple dictionary lookup 
of word embeddings
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Contextual Encoder

ELMo [Peters et al. 2018], GPT-1,2,3 [Radford et al. 2018, Brown et al. 2020]  
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BERT: Pre-training of deep bidirectional transformers for 
language understanding
● Flexible architecture for Contextual Encoder that scales 

well and applies to many tasks – deeply bidirectional

                                                          

BERT: Pre-training of deep bidirectional transformers for language understanding. Jacob Devlin, Ming-Wei Chang, Kenton Lee, 
Kristina Toutanova. NAACL 2019.
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Masked Language Modeling in BERT

● Predicting masked words in the middle  (MLM) enables 
deeply bidirectional representations
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● Flexible architecture for Contextual Encoder that scales well and applies 
to many tasks

○ Transformers with bidirectional attention [Vaswani et al 2017]

○ Masked Language Modeling objective to enable pretraining a deep 
bidirectional network on unlabeled text

● ML Model has almost no additional parameters (take and fine-tune the 
BERT network for many downstream tasks)
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BERT: Pre-training of deep bidirectional transformers for 
language understanding



BERT Overall Approach

P 11

Pre-Training Fine-Tuning

Unlabeled data Labeled data



Context beyond neighboring words in a passage

Immediate passage may not be enough to disambiguate

Additional context can also help integrate background knowledge 
explicitly and more efficiently, instead of in model parameters



Knowledge in model parameters

Slide credit: Kenton Lee

We paid 20 __ at the 
Buckingham Palace gift shop

__ = ‘pounds’

Buckingh
am Palace 
is in the 
UK

Just go deeper?

(+) Larger models remember more

(-) More knowledge requires more 

parameters (expensive)



Context beyond neighboring words in a passage

Encyclopedic knowledge about entities
Article text about tables

Visual context



Contextualized representations using textual 
encyclopedic knowledge

Pretrained deep 
Transformer

Contextual representations using textual encyclopedic knowledge, 
Mandar Joshi, Kenton Lee, Yi Luan, Kristina Toutanova

https://arxiv.org/abs/2004.12006


Standard representation 

Context(L=512)

h512h1 h2
...

Query: What is the 
pen-name of the 
gossip columnist ...

Relevant Document: 
potentially long contiguous 
sequence of text.

Transformer

Sliding window of contiguous text 
from the document

Answer position scores



TEK-enriched representations

TEK background is retrieved via off-the-shelf entity linking. 

Can directly use a pre-trained encoder such as BERT or RoBERTa.

Answer position scores



TEK-augmented pretraining

Masked language model 
pretraining on blocks of text 
from multiple Wikipedia 
documents (via entity links) 



TriviaQA Results

Large models (24 layer) using filtered TriviaQA setting, given document containing answer.

Wikipedia F1 Web F1



Context beyond neighboring words in a passage

Encyclopedic knowledge about entities
Article text about tables

Visual context



Representations for question answering from 
documents with tables

Representations for question answering from tables and text. Vicky Zayats, Kristina Toutanova, Mari Ostendorf, EACL 2021

Graph Neural Network with 
transformers to encode 
column/row relationships in tables

Q: What are the most popular individual sports?



Representations for question answering from 
documents with tables and text

Representations for question answering from tables and text. Vicky Zayats, Kristina Toutanova, Mari Ostendorf, EACL 2021

F1 on QA from Tables: 58.9 → 60.0Q: What are the most popular individual sports?



Context beyond neighboring words in a passage

Encyclopedic knowledge about entities
Article text about tables

Visual context



Visually situated text

AI2D dataset Screen2Words DocVQA

Caption: A kiosk of track 13 
of Metra saying the 5:43 
train has moved tracks

TextCaps



Learn from screenshots of web pages

Pix2Struct: Screenshot parsing as pretraining  for visual language understanding, in submission 2022. 



End-to-end pixel only models



Models including OCR and metadata pipelines



Summary

Encyclopedic knowledge about entities

Article text about tables

Visual context

We can learn powerful neural models of language in context from 
existing text

Passage level context



Challenges

Can we reuse computation and parameters for 
different types of context?

Computational efficiency: large models, long 
context, large unlabeled datasets



Thank you!
Collaborators


